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Emergence of teleradiology, PACS, and other radiology IT solutions in Acta Radiologica

Jarmo Reponen1,2 and Jaakko Niinimäki1,3

Abstract
For this historical review, we searched a database containing all the articles published in Acta Radiologica during its 100-year history to find those on the use of information technology (IT) in radiology. After reading the full texts, we selected the presented articles according to major radiology IT domains such as teleradiology, picture archiving and communication systems, image processing, image analysis, and computer-aided diagnostics in order to describe the development as it appeared in the journal. Publications generally follow IT megatrends, but because the contents of Acta Radiologica are mainly clinically oriented, some technology achievements appear later than they do in journals discussing mainly imaging informatics topics.
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Introduction
Radiology is a technically oriented field of medicine, and thus technical innovations have been eagerly presented in the literature. Radiologists have been in the vanguard of adopting computers and digital technology and this is reflected in the numerous reports published in past decades in scientific journals. In this historical review, we present how information technology (IT) has evolved in several topics as its ideas and studies have been published in Acta Radiologica. We performed a targeted search of a reference list containing titles of all the articles published in Acta Radiologica since 1921. We retrieved the articles from online literature databases on the basis of their title; whether they discussed on the use of IT for image transmission, display and archiving; or whether they described computerized image processing or image and data analysis or digital technology in radiology work practice. Articles containing only digital image acquisition technology were excluded from this study. After reading the full articles, their suitability for this review was agreed in a consensus panel consisting of the two authors of this paper. Finally, the articles were presented according to the main radiology IT domains and when relevant, the texts were linked to published parallel development elsewhere in the literature.

Findings according to the domains

Teleradiology
The idea of the tele-transmission of image data emerged already in 1924, when Radio News Magazine published a futuristic cover story anticipating future doctors attending to their patients via video calls (1). The first mention of teleradiology dates back to 1929, when two dental photographs were transmitted by telegraph and the image quality was good enough to show filled root channels (2). Gershon-Cohen and Cooley used telephone lines and facsimile technology (3), demonstrating future solutions for low-cost teleradiology in rural areas.
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1950s, television (TV) technology was developed to a level that enabled its use in diagnostic consultations (4).

During the same period in the 1950s, Wallman and Wickbom (5) published an article in Acta Radiologica (hereafter Acta) describing the usage of röntgen-television technology in an operating room. This article was the first to describe TV technology in Acta—although it was not exactly teleradiology, many of its components could have been used for teleradiology: display and image capture were separated, an image memory was created, and radiologists could discuss the image with a surgeon. The article also used the term “electronic photography,” which preceded digital imaging. However, image quality concerns also arose; the authors mentioned, for example, that only five levels of gray were distinguishable.

The applications of TV technology were discussed in various articles (6–8) and then in 1966 the first article on the usage of close-circuit TV technology in image transmission was published in Acta (9). The technology’s capabilities had increased; the authors mentioned that the limiting factor for diagnosis was no longer line resolution but contrast separation ability.

As the beginning of a new era in teleradiology, in 1986, Nilsson et al. (10) published a baseline article in Acta, describing all the necessary components of teleradiology transmission over telephone lines and presenting the initial clinical experience. The images of 62 patients were digitized using a modest 256 × 256 matrix, but no loss of image quality or diagnostic information occurred in the computed tomography (CT) images. For conventional X-rays, image quality deterioration was observed, although none of the cases were non-diagnostic. The authors believed that a few carefully selected images could be sufficient for adequate consultation.

The next step forward was in the mid-1990s, when several articles in Acta described digital teleradiology facilitated by computer workstations and information networks. In computer workstations, the largest image matrix sizes had increased significantly to 2048 × 2048 or 1024 × 1024, which were considered adequate for making diagnoses based on chest X-rays (11). Beyond this technology revolution, these articles discussed the clinical results and application areas of teleradiology. Comparison studies showed the limits and possibilities of teleradiology in comparison to film-based image interpretation, and further training of radiologists to work on the electronic workstation was called for (12). Improved telecommunication networks enabled teleangiology pilots either by the conventional videoconference technique or using a personal computer master-slave technique (13). At this time, two major changes were simultaneously taking place: image reading on computer terminals and the division of radiologic interpretation work between the imaging site and the reading site. In summary, by the end of the 1990s, all the important components of modern teleradiology had been discussed in Acta: image scanners; digital connections; computer workstations; and high-resolution monitors. Evaluation studies included the assessment of diagnostic performance (11,12).

In comparison to the situation elsewhere, the development of digital teleradiology was substantial in many of the Nordic countries towards the turn of millennium. As these countries were among the first to have early access to the Internet outside the United States, the first international teleconsultation network had already established between the university hospitals of Tromsø (Norway), Oulu (Finland), and Reykjavik (Iceland) in 1993 (14). The Nordic countries were at the forefront of mobile communication networks and the first radiology consultation app for smartphones was taken into use in Oulu in 1999 (15).

At the start of the new millennium, the teleradiology articles in Acta concentrated on the new opportunities to modify radiology work practices. Meanwhile, the Internet revolution, standardization in medical informatics, especially the DICOM standard, and the EU’s harmonization of professional regulations overcame many previous obstacles to large-scale teleradiology solutions. Eklöf et al. (16) evaluated the time required for transferring radiological information from Uppsala (Sweden) to Sydney (Australia). Image transmission over the Internet made it possible to provide consultations in night-time emergencies from another continent.

A recent article by Auer et al. (17) discussed process optimization within a nation-wide teleradiology consultation network. The authors showed that commercial-grade displays equaled medical-grade displays in diagnostic accuracy and readers’ diagnostics in detecting and ruling out intracranial aneurysms. They concluded that this may have an economic and practical impact, reducing costs and increasing time efficacy, especially through more frequent availability of teleradiological services.

The teleradiology articles in Acta have followed the megatrends, but because the contents of Acta are mainly clinically oriented, the latest technology achievements in teleradiology seem to appear at a slight delay.

**Picture archiving and communication systems (PACS)**

Articles about picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) started to appear in radiologic journals in the late 1980s (18). The term PACS was first mentioned in Acta relatively early, perhaps due to the close relationship between the Scandinavian and Japanese radiology communities. A report from Hokkaido University Hospital described an experimental PACS, which was integrated with a hospital information system (19). Interestingly, as an alternative to the system-oriented PACS approach, a personal digital optical card (OC) was presented as a patient-oriented tool for the documentation and communication of images (20). The authors concluded...
that this low capacity write-once-read-many optical storage media may be a promising communication digital medium for transmitting an image/report unit to referring physicians. However, this OC did not achieve a widespread usage.

A worldwide standard for medical imaging, the ARC-NEMA-DICOM 3.0, was adopted in Europe during the mid-1990s and thus PACS was a major topic in 1996, when an editorial in *Acta* asked: “Are you considering replacing your old film archive with binary dots on magnetic and optical media, and replacing your reading sessions with a video monitor at almost every patient’s bed?” (21). In the same issue, a baseline article described in detail the prerequisites for a filmless hospital and the various components needed for a PACS (22). At that time, economic calculations already showed that alternative technologies for digital image archives made full-scale PACS for filmless hospitals technologically and conceptually feasible, as well as financially mandatory.

The next article from 2001 about PACS in *Acta* discussed data migration, an inevitable result of rapidly evolving technology (23). The authors described the effort needed to migrate the contents of archives in a university hospital to a new environment. The data transfer proved to be labor-intensive, with high fault sensitivity in the storage media used. The costs of the work were considerable, and the authors emphasized the need for automated data migration. Since then, no major articles have been published on the general PACS concept in *Acta*. Only a short paper utilizing some tools from PACS workstations was published in 2012 (24). This is somewhat unexpected, given the fact that the Nordic countries have been pioneers in adapting the concept of filmless radiology.

**Radiology information systems (RIS)**

Computer systems have been in use for tasks commonly associated with RIS since the mid-1960s (25). Long before computers could be used to store electronic medical records, not to mention medical images, they were used for library rotation bookkeeping. The first report mentioning such a process was published in *Acta* in 1974 (26). Winter and Stein (26) described the conceptual framework of a computer-based library circulation system for the radiology file room. At that time, film jackets were frequently lost: “The most recent examinations are the most active, most frequently requested, and most difficult to find.” They delineated a minimum set of information needed to manage film loans for the purpose of computer-based circulation and locator systems. At the beginning of the 1990s, personal computers (PC) were becoming cheaper and more common. As a result of this, the Finnish experience of the varying motivation levels of radiologists to file radiologic diagnoses on a PC was described in *Acta* (27). The same year, Ito (19) reported an advanced Japanese system from Hokkaido University Hospital that incorporated computer-aided diagnosis (CAD). They had five years of experience of using a reporting system for CT and ultrasonography which utilized Bayes’ theorem to calculate probable diseases. The calculations were based on the radiologists’ classifications, which used subject coding consisting of anatomical, technical, and pathological conditions. Their system can be seen as a precursor to structured reporting, which has been further discussed in *Acta* by Indian researchers (28,29) in their examples of reporting templates for the evaluation of the placenta, umbilical cord, and spinal dysraphism. A Taiwanese group introduced the idea of RIS worklist prioritization based on the findings of a CAD system in digital chest radiographs (30). They reported that CAD detection of abnormalities expedited the turnaround time for chest examinations by 44%.

Concerns over data quality have been raised in *Acta*. Heikkinen et al. (31) reported on a study comparing CT reports from four teaching hospitals. Using a software tool, they evaluated 400 reports from 1995–1996 and compared them against the American College of Radiology (ACR) standard for written communication. They also investigated the structure and word count of the reports and recorded the number of diagnoses, differentials, and occurrences of demarcation definitions and size measures. They concluded that fewer than half of the reports followed the ACR standard and thus emphasized the need for standardizing the vocabulary. A Swedish study of cross-organizational workflow encountered similar problems (32). The researchers addressed the problem of missing or misused metadata and its adverse effects on regional workflow. They found, for example, that the DICOM tag “institutional department name” was frequently missing in the data and despite perhaps being self-evident in a single organization, this information is highly relevant when data are transferred between organizations. The authors argue that agreement on semantic operability is equally important for interoperability as decisions on technical details.

**Digital image**

At the beginning of the PACS era, concern was constantly voiced as to whether soft copy reading on monitors was sufficient for clinical practice. Digital images were printed on a film using medical laser printers and viewed on light boards. In 1990, studies of cheaper options, such as printing on paper with grayscale and color ink-jet printers (33,34) or laser printers (35) were published in *Acta*, but gained no wider popularity. Concerns about the limitations of digital images were amplified when phosphor-based computed radiography (CR) systems and film scanners converted radiographs into digital form. High-resolution monitors were expensive and clinically acceptable resolutions and setups were discussed in *Acta* by a group from Lund and
Gothenburg in three publications. Kehler et al. (36) found that viewing a 1760×2140×10-bit digital chest image on a 1024×1024-pixel grayscale monitor was sufficient for routine diagnostic use in the evaluation of pulmonary and mediastinal nodules. Lyttkens et al. (37,38) further studied whether the image quality of a PC with a 1200×1024×8-bit grayscale monitor was sufficient for diagnostic needs in intensive care units when viewing digital chest radiographs. They found that viewing images displayed on a monitor and printed on a film were equally sufficient. Further, they compared RGB color and grayscale monitors of the same resolution and correspondingly found no significant difference between the performances of the setups.

In 1996, concerns about the storage capacity and network bandwidth inspired Icelandic researchers to study the lowest acceptable resolution of digital radiographs and the effect of compression algorithms on diagnostic quality in fracture detection (39). They concluded that a pixel size of 170 μm was adequate for the detection of subtle fractures, even with a 10:1 compression ratio. Twelve years later, a Chinese group found a similar resolution to be sufficient for digitized mammograms viewed on a 1280×1600 matrix grayscale monitor (40). Savings in storage capacity motivated a group from Oslo to study the grayscale bit depth of MR images. They found that bit depth can be reduced from 12 to 8 bits with no significant reduction in diagnostic information (41). A further study in this domain was published by a group from China and Japan, which examined the effect of JPEG and the wavelet compression of CT images. They found that a compression ratio of up to 20:1 could be used without compromising the diagnostic value of high attenuation lesions such as coronary artery calcification (42).

After the turn of the millennium, display technology evolved from the cathode-ray tube (CRT) to a liquid-crystal display (LCD), and finally the quality of grayscale LCD monitors was estimated to also be sufficient for diagnostics from mammography readings (43). A study on chest radiographs revisited the quality of consumer-level displays with LCD-technology in 2015. Consumer-level technology was considered appealing because of its lower cost and versatility for also displaying color images (44). However, its performance was not yet regarded as sufficient for detecting part solid nodules. A year later, the same Japanese group concluded that a single 4096×2160 monitor was comparable to two 2048×2560 matrix monitors in reading time and the detectability of BI-RADS Category 3 or higher lesions (45).

### E-learning

Currently, partly due to the COVID-19 pandemic, electronic learning is becoming one of the main education channels in healthcare. This topic was also studied in two articles published in *Acta* in the early 2000s. A Finnish group (46) studied the acceptance of an Internet-based learning environment for radiation protection training. The group concluded that medical doctors were very positive about Internet-based learning. Berry et al. (47) studied virtual reality simulation as a training method for carotid artery stenting. They quoted an old saying in procedural medicine, “first you get good and then you get fast,” and discussed how fluoroscopic time may measure efficiency, but not necessarily quality. In their study, novices appeared to value simulator-based learning more than experts, but nonetheless, they suggested it be made mandatory in an endovascular curriculum.

### Image processing and visualization

A hint of digital technology was found in *Acta* as early as in 1972 in a report describing ultrasound Midliner, an echo-encephalography device. Midliner was used to calculate distances from the skull to midline and it improved when a computer was used for the calculations. The improved device was found to be simpler and more objective than the conventional oscilloscope. The author suggested that this had the most value in peripheral hospitals in which inexperienced users operated such a device (48).

Postprocessing of images has been used in radiology in, for example, image enhancement or visualization. In 1991, a Japanese group studied how conventional tomographic images of the lung could be enhanced by image processing techniques based on unsharp mask filtering (49). However, this study has only historic value, as conventional focal plane tomography has now been replaced by CT and tomosynthesis.

Currently, postprocessing for 3D visualization is everyday practice and happens almost in real time. Several reports have been published in *Acta* on this domain. In 1996, a Japanese group studied a new three-dimensional method for analyzing the supratemporal plane using MRI and computer-aided graphics (50). A German group presented a pictorial essay and a postprocessing protocol of virtual cisternography based on 1.5-T MR images (51). In their study, postprocessing took 5–14 min per nerve. Ten years later, reconstruction time was reduced to 3–5 min in a virtual endoscopy application that was used to detect hypoplasia of the bony cochlear nerve canal (52). Virtual endoscopy postprocessing of the visualization of tracheobronchial abnormalities has also been reported in *Acta* and validated by comparing it to fiberoptic bronchoscopy (53,54).

More recently, image-processing techniques have been utilized in preoperative planning. In 2016, a group from the Republic of Korea and China demonstrated patient-specific virtual stenting of intracranial aneurysms and an analysis of the subsequent changes in vascular flow (55). A recent review in 2020 by a US-based group discussed the potential applications of virtual and augmented reality
in radiology. They suggested that studying 3D anatomy with head mounted displays could be an alternative to 3D printing, which has increasingly been used in procedural planning in particular. These methods could be used in education, training, and patient care, in which complex anatomy must be visualized. Current hardware and software can produce the required high-quality visualization in real time (56).

**Computer-aided diagnosis and artificial intelligence**

According to Doi et al. (57), systematic investigation of CAD began in the 1980s and the concept of “computer-aided diagnosis” substituted the concept of “automated computer diagnosis.” Earlier than that, some works published in Acta were a kind of precursor to the forthcoming era. In 1969, Park and O’Brien (58) analyzed the measurements obtained from the cervical films of patients with rheumatoid arthritis, using computer assistance in an attempt to predict the risk of sudden death. In 1970, Björk (59) used semi-automatic construction and computer analysis of curves in left ventricular cineangiography.

These early papers used computers as a tool to help analyze the data obtained manually from film images. In 1982, a paper by Ruhn et al. (60) in Acta described an experimental model in which image data from simulated blood vessels was scanned into digital format and computerized quantitation of atherosclerosis was performed. The Hokkaido University Diagnostic Information Processing System (19) discussed earlier in this review also included CAD-like functionalities. Their system could produce probability scores for target diseases based on classified radiological findings.

The benefits of using CAD in diagnostics for radiologists were first published in Acta in the field of angiography. Sugahara et al. (61) noticed that radiologists detected stenotic coronary lesions more effectively with computer-aided interpretation than with pure visual interpretation. Another Japanese group (62) found similar results in experimental vessel stenosis. In their review article in 1993, Doi et al. (57) already summarized the potential application areas for CAD: “(1) the identification of lung nodules, the assessment of interstitial disease and cardiomegaly in chest radiographs; (2) the identification of clustered microcalcifications and masses in mammography; and (3) the assessment of stenotic lesions in angiograms.”

Since the early 2000s, the focus of CAD publications in Acta have clearly shifted towards clinical feasibility. One of the main interest areas for CAD was the detection of breast cancer. In their paper, Kouskos et al. (63) presented that CAD performed statistically better in the classification of malignant and benign breast calcifications than physicians. Hukkinen and Pamilo (64) studied the performance of commercial CAD software in reading previous mammograms of surgically confirmed breast cancer cases. They noticed that CAD had a rather high sensitivity but low specificity in cancer detection and concluded that it may be helpful for less specialized radiologists. Another article by the same institution (65) studied the effect of CAD on the mammographic performance of readers with different levels of experience. They found that screening radiologists benefited slightly more from CAD than less experienced groups.

With the advent of full field digital mammography, more commercial CAD software appeared on the market, and the shortcomings of CAD technology, such as a high false-positive rate in relation to its sensitivity became a research topic. In their article, Kim et al. (66) observed that false-positive CAD marks were seen in approximately 70% of normal cases. They reminded readers that radiologists should be familiar with this issue in order to avoid an increased recall rate. In a follow-up article, they studied a new software version of the CAD system (67) and found that its sensitivity had improved, and the amount of false-positive marks decreased. An acceptable false-positive rate was also found in a CAD study by Bolivar et al. (68). However, in another study of patients with contralateral metachronous breast cancer (69), CAD sensitivity was lower than in most previous reports.

It was not only mammography but also sonographic elastography modality that offered research topics for breast CAD. In their paper, Chung et al. (70) compared computer-assisted quantification and the visual assessment of lesion stiffness in the differentiation of benign from malignant nonpalpable breast masses and found their performance to be comparable. CAD tools were also studied in an analysis of dynamic breast MRI for the detection of suspicious enhancement curves (71) and in an analysis of the kinetic characteristics of the central washout sign of ductal carcinoma in situ (72).

The potential impact of CAD on double reading screening programs was evaluated in an early study by Skaane et al. (73). It concluded that CAD may have the potential to increase cancer detection and to reduce the number of interval cancers in screening programs. In their recent paper, Henriksen et al. (74) presented a systematic review of the efficacy of CAD in mammography screening. They found no statistically significant differences between the sensitivity or cancer detection rate of double reading and computer-assisted single reading. These articles imply that studies of mammography CAD have reached the level of discussing screening strategies.

Assessment of lung and chest examinations was another major territory for CAD studies. An article by Stavngaard et al. (75) in 2006 presented how computer-based quantification may offer new information on the distribution of emphysema and found significant discrepancies in comparison to subjective visual assessment. The reliability of computer-based quantification inspired a parallel editorial (76) which contradicted their conclusions. Interestingly, a more recent paper found that a postprocessing algorithm
helped non-expert radiologists make appropriate diagnoses of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) in cases that could potentially be misdiagnosed as non-UIP (77).

As the follow-up of lung nodules has become a standard procedure, postprocessing software algorithms are being used to help the radiologist’s work. In their study, Christe et al. (78) observed substantial inter- as well as intra-software variability. In their study of lung neoplasms with lepidic growth and computer-aided 3D volumetric CT analysis, Morimoto et al. (79) also showed that radiologists should know the capabilities and restrictions of their software algorithm tools.

An interesting paper examined the effect of CAD systems on the reporting workflow (30). In it, a CAD system automatically marked chest examinations with possible abnormalities in radiologists’ work lists. The use of a CAD system reduced the turnaround time of chest examinations with abnormalities by 44%, showing the potential of new IT solutions.

Reports on CAD in abdominal imaging or neuroimaging in Acta have been sparse. In their 2011 study, Kim et al. (80) found that a CAD system using the Bayesian classifier could improve the diagnostic performance of MR in detecting metastatic nodes in uterine cervical cancer. A more recent paper by Odland et al. (81) studied the semi-automatic segmentation and quantification of tumor growth in gliomas and found a tentative increase in segmentation efficiency, but with considerable inter-observer variability.

The term artificial intelligence (AI) was not mentioned in the article titles of Acta until 2020, when van Zelst et al. (82) published a concept study of the implementation of AI software with automated 3D breast ultrasound. They discussed modifications to screening workflow to potentially reduce workload by using CAD as a validator of screening radiologists’ findings and adjusting the flow to double read based on validation results. Texture analysis, as a precursor to the current concept of radiomics, appeared for the first time as a title word in a paper by Kim and Park (83) on the computer-aided detection of kidney tumors in abdominal CT scans. Recently, Yang et al. (84) published a paper on texture analysis, which aimed to predict histological invasiveness within lung adenocarcinoma. Based on 96 automatically extracted texture features from segmented lung nodules, they found that the used method had the potential to differentiate histological invasiveness. Finally, a recent article by Losnegård et al. (85) on the usage of MR radiomics combined with machine learning for predicting extraprostatic extension (EPE) among patients with prostate cancer used radiomics as a title word. They concluded that MR radiomics may represent a valuable adjunct to conventional prediction models for EPE. This summarizes how intelligent tools for disease detection and diagnostics have migrated to the articles in Acta.

Conclusion

Digital technology is currently ubiquitous, and the emergence of innovations and methods can be seen in the pages of radiological journals, including Acta Radiologica. All our imaging methods are currently digitized, some have been since their beginning and others have become so through evolution. The development of hardware has made fast data transfer and real-time data handling a common practice. Three-dimensional image processing is part of our everyday working lives and radiological data can be visualized in several different ways, sometimes merging modalities. Computers can manipulate an image with ease, but diagnostics is still almost always a human task. We are still waiting for CAD to become the everyday tool for a radiologist However, we are now witnessing the rapid progress of machine learning, and several AI techniques will affect our work in the future. This is reflected in the volume of different topics in this review. Most of the articles, especially the current ones, discuss how IT tools contribute to core radiology work. Radiologists have been eager to develop and evaluate technical innovations and have reported their observations in scientific journals to help others. This tradition does not necessarily secure that radiologists will also in the future hold the reins of powerful technologies like AI, but securing a leading role requires active participation from our profession in research and implementation.
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